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accordance, n. a consensus about something 

adorn, v. to decorate 

advertisement, n. a notice or announcement in the media promoting a 

product, service, or event or publicizing a job vacancy 

ancient, n. very old 

archeological site, n. a place where important historical objects were found 

aromatherapy, n. the use of aromatic plant extracts and essential oils for 

healing and cosmetic purposes 

arrange, v. to organize 

athlete, n. a sportsperson 

bleachers, n. seats in an uncovered area of a sports stadium 

boost, v. to improve, to encourage 

breakfast, n. the first meal of the day 

cappuccino, n. a coffee drink topped with foamed milk 

cave, n. a large, naturally hollow place in the ground, or in a rock 

cellar, n. a room below ground level in a house, often used for 

storing wine or coal 

client, n. a customer 

clinic, n. a health centre 

competition, n. the process of trying to win or do better than others 

contract, n. a formal, legal agreement  

cove, n. a small bay on the shore of a sea or a lake 

cozy, adj. giving a feeling of comfort, warmth, and relaxation 

cradle, n. 1.a baby’s bed, 2.a place where something begins 

croissant, n. a crescent-shaped bread roll 

crucial, adj. extremely significant or important 

cruise, n. to travel by ship, visiting several places 

delicacy, n. something nice to eat 

disease, n. illness 

domestic, adj. relating to something produced and offered locally 

employee, n. a worker, a member of staff 

enable, v. to make something possible 

encourage, v. to give hope, confidence, to motivate 

engage, v. to involve somebody into an activity 

espresso, n. a strong coffee prepared by forcing hot water through 

finely ground dark-roast coffee beans 

extraordinary, adj. very unusual  

field, n. a playing area 

fishing village, n. a place where fishing is the main economic activity 

flavour, n. taste 

flyer an advertisement (usually printed on a page) intended for 

wide distribution 

foothill, n. a lower part of the mountain 

fulfill, v. to achieve, to complete 

gorge, n. a deep narrow passage with steep rocky sides; a ravine 

grace, n. smoothness and elegance of movement 

gratifying, adj. making somebody pleased or satisfied 

harmony, n. the state of being in agreement or concord 

healing effect, n. have the effect of curing or improving something 

host, v. to provide space and facilities for an event 

increase, v. to grow, to go up 

infrastructure, n. basic facilities, services needed for the functioning of a 

community or society 

innovative, adj. new and creative 

Irish coffee, n. a hot coffee mixed with Irish whiskey and topped with 

double cream 

itinerary, n. a plan for a journey listing places to be visited 
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laundry service, n. the service for washing dirty clothes and linen in a hotel 

luxury, n. a state of great comfort or elegance 

maintain, v. to continue, to keep in working order 

maintenance, n. continuing repair work 

mineral water, n. water from a spring in the ground that contains mineral 

salts or gases 

monastery, n. a building or buildings occupied by a community of 

monks living under religious vows 

morsel, n. a small piece of food 

multilingual staff, n. members of staff speaking more than one foreign language 

non-essential, adj. not absolutely necessary 

occupy, v. 1.to live in a place 

2.to fill space or time 

parking lot, n. a place for parking cars 

playroom, n. a room designed for children to play in 

price, n. an amount of money needed to buy something 

promenade, n. a public place for walking 

renowned, n. well-known or talked about by many people; famous 

repairman, n. a man whose job is to make repairs to equipment or 

machinery 

requirements, n. necessary preconditions 

research, n. a methodical investigation into a subject 

rug, n. a thick heavy fabric covering the floor 

service, n. helpful work done for customers that provides pleasant 

experience and not provide goods  

snack, n. a light quick meal eaten between main meals 

spa, n. a health resort with natural mineral springs that are 

beneficial to health  

spacious, adj. containing much space, roomy 

spring, n. a natural source of water that flows out of the ground as a 

small stream or pool 

suburban area an area on the outskirts of a town 

suite, n. a set of rooms in a hotel, usually more luxurious than 

other rooms, sold as one item 

thorough, adj. detailed, methodical 

tour, n. a journey for pleasure in which several different places are 

visited; a short trip to or through a place in order to view 

or inspect something 

tranquility, n. calm, harmony, silence 

unique, n. only one, special 

unsurpassed, adj. supreme, incomparable 

variety, n. a collection or choice of different things within the same 

general group 

vegan, n. a person who does not eat meat, fish, dairy products or 

eggs 

venue, n. a place where an event is held 

winery, n. an establishment where wine is made  

workshop, n. a place where manual work is done, especially repairing 

 


